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Preamble 
 
Ahead of the 2014 elections, the Finance Minister (FM) 
presented his eighth India budget. A few view it as a Robin 
Hood act and a few consider that the budget lacks vision. 
 
The slowing global economy, increasing fiscal deficits, dark 
shadow of inflation and the quest for sustainable and 
inclusive development was the stark backdrop against 
which the Finance Minister presented India Budget 2013.  
The proposals were presented by the FM with a clear 
acknowledgment that the Indian economy is challenged, 
but with the confidence that the economy would get on to 
the high growth path.  
  
The tax proposals presented by the FM should be seen in 
light of the FM’s statement that in a constrained economy, 
there is little room to raise tax rates or large amounts of 
additional tax revenues.  Equally, there is little room to give 
away tax revenues or the tax base.  The FM counseled that 
it is a time for prudence, restraint and patience.   
 

 
 
While the budget proposals appear to have limited impact, 
the tax proposals of last year and the adversarial tax 
administration would keep the taxpayers on guard for 
taxing times. 
 
In this document we have provided our perspectives on 
certain key questions for the decision makers. A 
separate communique explaining the tax proposals in 
detail for the FY 2013-14 is annexed to this document.  
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PERSPECTIVES ON TAX PROPOSALS 
 

1. Is India’s growth story a thing of the past? 

India has been amongst the fastest growing economy. 
If the FM’s speech has to be relied upon, the 
Government is hopeful of making India a US $ 5 trillion 
economy by 2025, and among the top five in the world. 

However, the tax proposals provide little impetus, if 
any, for growth. We believe the growth story would 
continue but not at the same pace as seen in the past. 
Current experiences and trends lead us to believe that 
the Government has done little to walk the talk on its 
objective of providing clarity in tax laws, a stable tax 
regime and a non-adversarial tax administration. 

 
 
 
 
 

2. What are the top 5 headline tax proposals for 
business? 

 

 The controversial general anti-avoidance regulations 
(GAAR) introduced last year are modified to include 
the recommendations of the Expert Committee and 
its implementation has been deferred to FY 2015-
16. 

 Surcharge for Indian companies with income > INR 
10 crore increased to 10% (from 5%) and for foreign 
companies with income > INR 10 crore to 5% (from 
2%).  

 Manufacturing sector investing Rs. 100 crore or 
more in new plant and machinery during the period 
01.04.2013 to 31.03.2015 will be entitled for an 
investment allowance of 15% of the actual cost of 
plant and machinery. 

 No change in the normal rates of 12% for excise 
duty and service tax; and of 10% for peak customs 
duty rate. 

 A one-time service tax amnesty scheme is proposed 
to encourage defaulters to streamline compliances  
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and pay their dues since 01.10.2007 upto 
31.12.2012. 

3. It appears that the Government has not achieved 
its targeted revenue collections – have any steps 
been initiated to address this?  

 
 Tax collection below target: Gross tax receipts as 

percentage of GDP has declined in fiscal year 
2011-12 to 9.9%. FM stated the short-term goal 
is to bring it back to the levels which existed 
during FY 2007-08 of 11.9%. The Government 
plans to achieve the same by widening the tax 
base and tax administration measures.  The FM 
has proposed to set up a Tax Administration 
Reform Commission to review the application of 
tax policies and tax laws and submit periodic 
reports that can be implemented to strengthen 
the capacity of our tax system.  
 

 Increase in taxes: Few of the proposals to widen 
the tax base include increase in excise duty on 

mobile phones, SUVs, increase in basic custom 
duty for high end motor cars etc.  
On the direct tax front, measures include 
increase in surcharge for the ‘rich’, tax at source 
for buy-back of shares and levy of commodities 
transaction tax.  
 

 Amnesty for old Service Tax dues: The FM stated 
that out of 17 lakh registered service providers, 
only 7 lakh file service tax returns. With a view to 
encourage compliance and regularize the past, a 
scheme called the Service Tax Voluntary 
Compliance Encouragement Scheme is 
introduced. Broadly, all interest and penalties 
otherwise applicable would be waived provided 
that all the dues for the period 01.10.2007 to 
31.12.2012 are paid in 2 equated installments, (i) 
before 31.12.2013 and (ii) before 30.06.2014. 
The conditions and procedures are specified in 
detail in the scheme.  
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 Tax Administration: 
 In order to ensure that the income taxes are 

paid along with the tax return filing, the law 
proposes to treat a return filed without the 
payment of self-assessment taxes as a 
‘defective return’. 

 Service tax laws have been amended to 
provide for penalties on the director, manager 
or any other person responsible for conduct of 
business who is knowingly concerned with 
specified offences. These penalties are in 
addition to the penalties on the company.  

 Another proposal in the Service tax law is to 
make collection but non-remittance of taxes 
as a cognizable offence with imprisonment 
upto 7 years. 

 Under the Central Excise laws, provisions are 
introduced to enable collection of dues from a 
third party, viz., by issuing a notice to pay the 
amounts to the third party from whom the 
money is due to the person in default.  

4. Has the FM introduced the so called ‘inheritance 
tax’?  

 
No, there has been no mention of any ‘inheritance 
tax’ by the FM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<<this space is left blank intentionally>> 
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5. The general feeling is that the budget proposes to 

increase the taxes for the rich – is that true? Will 
my cost of living increase? 

The increase in duties coupled with the lack of 
concrete measures to control inflation, is likely to 
result in the cost of living going up. 

Some of his measures appear to be directed 
towards garnering tax revenues from the so called 
‘rich’:  

 An increase in income tax rate through a 
surcharge of 10% on individuals with income 
exceeding INR 1 crore and increased surcharge 
to 10% on domestic companies with income 
exceeding INR 10 crore. 
 

 Excise duty on Motor Vehicles of 1500 cc or 
more (popularly known as SUVs) is increased to 
30% from 27%.  

 Increased rate of service tax from 3.09% to 
3.708% for residential units (where service tax 
is paid on total value including land) measuring 
2000 sft or more of carpet area and which are 
charged at more than INR 1 Crore. 
 

 Service tax would now be applicable in respect 
of services rendered by all air conditioned 
restaurants.  
 

 Exemption from payment of Service tax on 
transport of petroleum and petroleum 
products is withdrawn.  
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IMPACT OF TAX PROPOSALS (GENERAL) 

 
6. What is in the Budget for salaried individuals 

such as my colleagues and me?  
 
 A rebate of INR 2,000 is proposed to be 

provided to an individual having income below 
INR 5 lakhs. 

 Surcharge of 10% applicable for individuals 
whose income exceeds INR 1 crore. 

 Deduction of INR 1 lakhs is provided from total 
income for interest on loan for first-home 
buyer, to be given for a period of two years 
starting FY 2013-14. Loan amount not to 
exceed INR 25 lakhs and value of property not 
to exceed INR 40 lakhs.  

 Donation to National Children Fund is eligible 
for deduction upto 100% (earlier threshold was 
50%) of the amount donated. 

 

7. Does the fine print have any “hidden impact”? 

The cost of cross-border payments may go up on 
account of the increase in surcharge for non-
residents and the amendment in relation to Tax 
Residency Certificate (TRC). 

In order to claim relief under the double tax 
avoidance agreements, the law mandates that the 
non-resident provides a TRC from their home 
jurisdiction. Now there is a retroactive proposal 
with effect from April 2012 that the TRC is a 
condition necessary but not sufficient. The 
amendment creates uncertainty on entitlements 
under the DTAA. Moreover, foreign taxpayers 
have not had pleasant experiences in obtaining 
the TRC from their local governments with the 
requisite details. 

Consequently, in the absence of the TRC, the 
withholding tax on royalty / FTS payments could 
now be as high as 25%. 
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8. Will cost of doing business increase? 

The tax proposals should not have a significant 
impact on the cost of doing business. However, in 
relation to cross-border transactions, the increase 
in surcharge and the increase in withholding tax 
on royalty / FTS to 25% (from 10%) is likely to 
impact the cost of transactions involving 
technology transfers. Further, the service tax levy 
on transport of petroleum and petroleum 
products would also affect the cost of 
procurements. 

 
 
 

<<this space is left blank intentionally>> 
 
 

 

 

FOR THE SHAREHOLDERS 
 

9. I heard that income from buyback of shares will 
now be construed as dividend. What does it 
mean and how does it impact?  

 

A new levy of tax at 20% (exclusive of surcharge 
and cess) is proposed on a company buying back 
its unlisted shares. The difference between the 
consideration paid by the company to the 
shareholder and the sum received by the company 
at the time of issue of such shares would be liable 
to tax as distributed income in the hands of the 
company.  The above tax is in addition of the tax 
payable by the domestic company on its profits for 
the year.   
 

Where the company buying back the shares has 
discharged this tax liability, the gains derived by 
the shareholder on account of such buy-back 
would be exempt from tax.   
 

The new levy has been proposed as a measure to 
curb tax avoidance schemes being adopted by 
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taxpayers to avoid payment of dividend 
distribution tax (DDT) that would otherwise be 
applicable particularly where the capital gain 
arising on buy-back would be exempt from tax or 
chargeable at a lower rate.   

It should be noted that, now in certain scenarios 
dividend may be a more tax efficient cash 
repatriation strategy as compared to buy-back in 
terms of rate of taxation. Dividend distributions 
are taxed at 16.995% vis-à-vis the new buy back 
levy of 22.66%. The only relief in the case of buy-
back of shares is that the amount received on the 
share issue can be reduced from the consideration 
paid for the purposes of payment of tax.  

Further, on account of this proposal cross-border 
holding structures involving Cyprus, Mauritius, 
Netherlands, Singapore may no longer be as 
efficient from a profit repatriation standpoint 
(wherein capital gains on transfer of shares is 
exempt from tax in India).  

10. Has the tax cost on profit repatriations changed? 
 

Yes, the effective dividend distribution tax has 
increased to 16.995% from 16.22%. However the 
following benefits may be noted in case of 
dividend received from foreign subsidiary 
companies: 

 During FY 2012-13 and 2013-14 the dividend 
received from foreign subsidiaries will be taxed 
at a beneficial tax rate of 15% (normal rate is 
30%) excluding surcharge and cess. 
 

 Further, post 01.06.2013, if a company pays 
dividend out of the dividend received from its 
foreign subsidiary during the year, it would be 
excluded from levy of dividend distribution tax.   
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THE CROSS BORDER WORLD… 

 
11. Is there any announcement on the retrospective 

amendments made last year particularly in 
relation to the indirect transfer of assets (the 
Vodafone case) and the tax on payments towards 
communication link charges and software?  

 
FM has let down all the expectations of the 
Industry on any relaxations or removal of 
retrospective amendments of the previous year. 
There are no proposals in this regard.  

 

 

12. Given the increasing transfer pricing litigation 
environment, is there any respite for an MNC 
subsidiary operating as a captive support service 
centre? 

There have been no amendments in relation to 
the transfer pricing provisions. However the FM 
did acknowledge in his speech that the safe harbor 
rules (which provides for the acceptable 
thresholds to avoid TP disputes) will be issued 
soon. He mentioned that they are awaiting the 
final report of the Rangachary Committee which is 
expected by 31.03.2013. 
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC TAX PERSPECTIVES … 

 
13. The technology sector has contributed 

substantially to the GDP – has the budget done 
anything to them? 

 

There are no significant tax proposals specific to 
the technology sector by the FM. However, given 
the global reach of this sector, the uncertainty on 
the tax positions for the cross-border transactions 
would continue to have an adverse effect on the 
overall growth sentiments for the sector. 
 
The respite provided by the FM in this budget was 
more an intent statement, that a circular covering 
development centres and the safe harbors for 
transfer pricing certainty would be issued after 
reviewing the expert committee reports.  

 

14. How do tax proposals impact the real estate 
sector? 

 

The beneficial proposal on the additional interest 
deduction for small housing loans is expected to 
contribute positively in tier II and III cities.  
 

On the flipside, there has been a proposal to 
mandate the sale value of an immoveable 
property (being land or building or both) at a 
minimum of its valuation for stamp duty purposes. 
This would increase the burden on a seller to pay 
tax on the amount of his trade even if the property 
is sold for a lower value.  
 

Further the withholding tax on payment of sale 
consideration upon purchase of property is 
expected to cause procedural hassles.  
 

With respect to the ongoing battle of this sector 
on the applicability of multiple indirect taxes, the 
Government has not proposed any changes.  
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However, service tax on residential units 
measuring more than 2000 sft and charged at 
more INR 1 crore has increased to 3.708% from 
3.09%. The deemed deduction which is currently 
at 75% is reduced to 70% where service tax is paid 
on the total value including the value of land.  

 

 
 

 

PLANNING AHEAD … 
 

15. What’s the update on DTC and GST? 

DTC - The FM in his budget speech said that the 
work on DTC is in progress.  The code is expected 
to be based on best international practices and 
not a mere extension of the existing Act. The FM 
expects to finalise the official amendments and 
table the same in the current budget session. 
 
GST – There will be no GST in FY 2013-14. The FM 
as an assuring statement indicated that the work 
on draft GST Constitutional amendment bill and 
GST law is expected to be taken forward very 
soon. Further, FM has provided a sum of INR 9,000 
crores towards the first installment of 
compensation for loss of CST to the States. 
However, the FM has not set any target dates for 
its introduction. 
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The views expressed and the information provided in this newsletter are of general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any 
particular individual or entity.  Further, the above content should neither be regarded as comprehensive nor sufficient for making decisions.  Although 
we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there is no assurance or guarantee in this regard.  No one should act on the information or 
views provided in this publication without appropriate professional advice.  Accretive will not be responsible for any loss arising from any actions taken 
or to be taken or not taken by anyone based on this publication.  
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